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Short Range Correlations (SRCs) have been identified as being responsible for the high momentum60

tail of the nucleon momentum distribution, n(k). Hard, short-range interactions of nucleon pairs61

generate the high momentum tail and imprint a universal character on n(k) for all nuclei at large62

momentum. Triple coincidence experiments have shown a strong dominance of np pairs, but these63

measurements involve large final state interactions. This paper presents the results from Jefferson64

Lab experiment E08014 which measured inclusive electron scattering cross-section from Ca isotopes.65

By comparing the inclusive cross section from 48Ca to 40Ca in a kinematic region dominated by66

SRCs we provide a new way to study the isospin structure of SRCs.67

PACS numbers: 13.60.Hb, 25.10.+s, 25.30.Fj68

The näıve nuclear shell model has guided our under-69

standing of nuclear properties for 60 years and it is still70

appealing as a predictive and illustrative nuclear model.71

This model, with nucleons moving in an average (mean-72

field) generated by the other nucleons in the nucleus, pro-73

vides a quantitative account of a large body of nuclear74

properties. These include shell closures (“magic num-75

bers”), the foundation of which is the appearance of gaps76

in the spectrum of single-particle energies [1].77

The shell model is not without certain deficits which78

arise from what are generally called correlations - effects79

that are beyond mean field theories such as long-range80

correlations associated with collective phenomena: gi-81

ant resonances, vibrations and rotations. In addition,82

electron-nucleus scattering experiments have unambigu-83

ously shown large deviations from the shell model predic-84

tions, arising from the occurrence of strong short-range85

nucleon-nucleon correlations. These two-nucleon SRCs86

(2N-SRC) move particles from the shell model states to87

large excitation energies and generate a high-momentum88

tail in the single particle momentum distribution. Con-89

sequently, over large range of A the number of protons90

found in the valence shells orbitals is significantly less91

than expected, typically 60%–70% of the predicted shell92

model occupancy [2].93

Inclusive experiments are able to isolate the 2N-SRC94

through selective kinematics: working at large momen-95

tum transfer (Q2 ≥ 1.5 GeV2) and small energy transfer96

(ν ≤ Q2

2m ), corresponding to x = Q2

2mν > 1, where m97

is the mass of the proton. In this region, it is kinemati-98

cally impossible for mean field nucleons to contribute and99

where competing inelastic processes are minimized [3–100

5]. It was through inclusive experiments [6–8] that 2N-101

SRCs were first revealed by the appearance of predicted102

plateaus [3] in the A/2H per-nucleon cross section ra-103

tio of nuclei to the deuteron. The height of the plateau104

is related to probability of finding a 2N-SRC in nucleus105

A, relative to the deuteron, indicating that ∼20% of106

the protons and neutrons in medium-to-heavy mass nu-107

clei have momenta greater than the Fermi momentum108

kF ' 250 MeV [7]. The bulk of these nucleons do not109

arise in a shell model description as they are the result110

of brief short-range interaction among pairs of nucleons111

giving rise to large relative momenta and modest center-112

of-mass motion, kCM < kF [3].113

The isospin dependence of 2N-SRCs has been deter-114

mined via A(p, p′pN) [9] and A(e, e′pN) [10–12] reactions115

in which the scattered particle (either a proton or an elec-116

tron) is measured in coincidence with a high-momentum117

proton whose initial momentum, reconstructed assuming118

plane wave scattering, is approximately opposite that of119

the second high-momentum nucleon.120

These measurements exhibit a dominance of np pairs121

over pp pairs for initial nucleon momenta of 300-600 MeV122

which has been traced to the tensor part of the NN inter-123

action [13–16]. These triple-coincidence experiments are124

sensitive to the isospin structure of the SRC through di-125

rect measurement of the final state nucleons. Because the126

signature of large back-to-back momenta is also consis-127

tent with striking a low-momentum nucleon which rescat-128

ters, there are large contributions from final state inter-129

actions (including charge exchange) that need to be ac-130

counted for in comparing pp and np pairs [10–12]. Isospin131

dependence has never been established in inclusive scat-132

tering, A(e, e′) until now.133

We present here new A(e, e′) measurements performed134

as part of Jefferson Lab experiment E08-014 [17]. Initial135

results on the search for three-nucleon SRCs in helium136

isotopes were published in Ref. [18]. This work focused137

on a measurement of the isospin dependence of 2N-SRCs138

in the cross section ratio of scattering from 48Ca and139

40Ca. The excess neutrons in 48Ca change the relative140

ratio of potential pp, np, and nn pairs, yielding a dif-141

ferent isospin distribution of high-momentum pairs dif-142

ferently for isospin-independent SRCs and np-dominated143

SRCs. This can be seen in a simple estimate for the144

two cases. As a starting point, we take the fraction of145

nucleons in SRCs to be identical for these two targets,146

based on the observation of an A-independent value of147

a2, the A/2H cross section ratio for 1.5 < x < 2, for148

heavy nuclei [6, 8]. In the case of isospin-independent149

SRCs, protons and neutrons will have the same proba-150

bility of appearing at momenta above kF , giving a cross151

section ratio of
σ48Ca/48

σ40Ca/40
=

(20σep+28σen)/48
(20σep+20σen)/40

≈ 0.93 tak-152

ing σep/σen ≈ 2.5, corresponding to the kinematics of153

this experiment. If SRCs are dominated by np pairs, the154

cross section ratio would be unity for isoscalar nuclei and155

slightly lower for non-isoscalar nuclei (see also [19, 20]).156

Jefferson Lab experiment E08-014 [17] ran during the157

Spring of 2011. A 3.356 GeV continuous wave electron158
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beam was directed onto a variety of targets, including159

2H, 3He, 4He, 12C and targets of natural calcium (mainly160

40Ca) and an enriched target of 90.04% 48Ca (referred to161

as the 40Ca and 48Ca targets, respectively). The scat-162

tered electrons were detected at angles of θ=21◦, 23◦,163

25◦, and 28◦, though no Calcium data was taken at164

28◦. The data presented here cover a kinematic region of165

1.3 < Q2 < 1.9 GeV2 and 1 < x < 3.166

The inclusive scattered electrons were detected using167

two nearly identical left and right high resolution spec-168

trometers (LHRS and RHRS). Each spectrometer was169

equiped with a detector package consisting of of two verti-170

cal drift chambers (VDC) for tracking information, a Gas171

Cerenkov counter and two layers of lead glass calorime-172

ters for particle identification (PID), and two scintillator173

counter planes for triggering [21].174

The accumulated charge for each experimental run was175

measured by beam current monitors (BCMs) with an un-176

certainty of 0.5%. The dead-time due to the inability of177

the data acquisition system to accept new triggers while178

processing the current event was corrected for each run179

using the trigger scaler information. The main trigger for180

data collection requires a coincidence of signals from two181

scintillator planes and the Cerenkov, which had a local182

inefficiency. The Cerenkov efficiency was calculated as a183

function of x and applied to the measured yield for each184

bin. Pions were rejected (with negligible remaining pion185

contamination) by applying additional software cuts on186

both the Cerenkov counter and the lead glass calorimeter187

with efficiencies of 99.5% and 99.6% respectively, with a188

tracking efficiency of 98.5%. Detailed descriptions of the189

experimental setup and data analysis can be found in190

[22] and [23].191

The angle and momentum of the scattered electron at192

the reaction vertex were reconstructed from the detected193

track at the VDCs using a set of optics matrices. The194

optics from another experiment [24], having the identi-195

cal magnetic tune as this experiment, was used for the196

LHRS. The tune for the RHRS had to be modified be-197

cause the third quadrupole couldn’t run at the required198

field, and lack of a complete set of optics data led to199

a reduced resolution in the RHRS. The reduced resolu-200

tion impacts the extraction of the cross section at large201

x values where the cross section falls extremely rapidly,202

requiring larger correction. Because the RHRS was typ-203

ically taking data in the same kinematics as the LHRS,204

we use only the data from the LHRS except for the 21◦205

data, where the largest x values were measured only in206

the RHRS. For this setting we include the ratios from207

the RHRS, as the smearing has a negligible impact on208

the cross section ratios in the region where the ratio is209

flat.210

The yield for the experiment is simulated using a de-211

tailed model of the HRS optics and acceptance, with212

events generated uniformly and weighted by a radia-213

tive cross section model [23, 25]. The model uses a y-214

scaling fit [26, 27] for quasi-elastic cross section (initially215

based on previous data, and iteratively updated to match216

the extracted cross sections from this experiment) and a217

global fit [28] for the inelastic contribution. The Born218

cross section is extracted by taking the model cross sec-219

tion and correcting it by the ratio of measured to sim-220

ulated yield. Comparing the results extracted with the221

final model and the model before being adjusted to match222

our data indicates a model uncertainty of 0.5% in both223

the absolute cross sections and the target ratios.224

The cross section ratio obtained from the enriched225

and natural Calcium targets are then corrected to yield226

48Ca/40Ca ratio, based on the isotopic analysis of the tar-227

gets. No correction was applied to the natural Calcium,228

while the enriched Calcium target had a 9.96% contri-229

bution of 40Ca and 90.04% 48Ca (by number of atoms).230

Thus, the cross section for 48Ca was obtained by correct-231

ing the enriched Ca target data using the measured 40Ca232

cross sections; the correction is typically 2%.233
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FIG. 1. 48Ca and 40Ca cross sections for three different angle
settings, along with the cross section model used in the analy-
sis. Uncertainties shown include statistical and point-to-point
systematic uncertainties; an additional normalization uncer-
tainty of 2.7% for 40Ca and 3.0% for 48Ca is not shown.

The measured Calcium cross sections are presented in234

Figure 1. For the cross sections, the point-to-point sys-235

tematic uncertainty is estimated to be 1.9%, with dom-236

inant contributions coming from the acceptance (1.5%),237

radiative corrections (1%), and the model dependence of238

the cross section extraction (0.5%). In addition, there239

is an overall normalization uncertainty of 2.7%, coming240

mainly from the acceptance (2%), radiative correction241

(1%), and target thickness (1%). These are the uncer-242

tainties for the 40Ca target, while the dilution correction243

used to extract the 48Ca cross section increases these,244

giving a 2.1% point-to-point and a 3.0% normalization245

uncertainty.246

The per nucleon cross-section ratio of 48Ca to 40Ca247
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FIG. 2. Ratio of the cross section per nucleon for 48Ca and
40Ca for three scattering angles. Uncertainties shown include
statistical and point-to-point systematic uncertainties; an ad-
ditional normalization uncertainty of 1% is not shown.

is presented in Figure 2 for each of the three scattering248

angles and in Figure 3 after combining of the data sets.249

Because the cross section and experimental conditions250

are very similar for the two targets, many of the uncer-251

tainties in the cross sections cancel or are reduced in the252

ratio. The systematic uncertainty on the ratios is 0.9%,253

dominated by the model dependence in the extraction254

(0.5%), measurement of the beam charge (0.5%) and the255

radiative correction (0.5%). An additional 1% normaliza-256

tion uncertainty, associated with the uncertainty in the257

relative target thicknesses, is not shown. When combin-258

ing the angles for Fig. 3, we combine the statistics of the259

individual sets and then apply the 0.9% point-to-point260

uncertainty (and 1% normalization uncertainty) to the261

combined result.262

Note that the rise from x = 1 to x = 1.6 looks263

slightly different from previously observed A/2H ratios.264

This is expected as the shape in the A/2H ratios is265

driven by the deuterium cross section, which is nar-266

rowly peaked at and roughly symmetric about x=1. The267

line in Fig. 3 indicates the value of RSRC, the aver-268

age in the plateau region: 1.5 < x < 2. The fit gives269

R = 0.971(3)(6)(10) = 0.971(12) where the error contri-270

butions come from the point-to-point uncertainties, the271

cut dependence of the extracted RSRC, and the normal-272

ization uncertainty of the ratios. The cut dependence is273

taken to be the RMS scatter of RSRC values fit sepa-274

rately to the three scattering angles for three different275

minimum x values, xmin = 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7.276

The observed value of RSRC is between the predictions277

for isospin independence (RSRC ≈ 0.93) and total np278

dominance (RSRC ≈ 1) and provides an independent279

confirmation of the enhancement of np pairs in SRCs.280

To interpret this ratio in terms of relative np, pp, and281

nn SRC contributions, and to compare these results to282
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FIG. 3. Ratio of the cross section per nucleon for 48Ca and
40Ca combining all three data sets. A 1% normalization un-
certainty is not shown. The line indicates the fit for the cross
section ratio in the SRC region

observables from previous measurements, we use a sim-283

ple model to estimate the inclusive, exclusive, and two-284

nucleon knockout ratios in terms of a few parameters. We285

take the number of 2N-SRCs to be a product of the num-286

ber of total pairs, the probability for any two nucleons to287

be close enough together to interact via the short-range288

NN interaction (fsr), and the probability that the NN in-289

teraction generates a high-momentum pair (pNN ). The290

total number of np, pp, and nn pairs are NZ, Z(Z−1)/2,291

and N(N − 1)/2, respectively. The fraction of nucle-292

ons at short distance, fsr, depends on the nucleus and293

is assumed to be identical for nn, np, and pp pairs. The294

probability that these nucleons generate high momentum295

pairs, pnp and ppp = pnn, depends on the momentum296

range of the initial nucleons, ∆Pi, defined by the experi-297

ment for coincidence measurements or by the kinematics298

in inclusive scattering. Given this, we can express the299

number of np and pp SRCs as:300

Nnp = NZ · fsr(A) · pnp(∆Pi) (1)

Npp = Z(Z − 1)/2 · fsr(A) · ppp(∆Pi) (2)

While pnp and ppp may depend strongly on ∆Pi, we301

assume that their ratio has a much weaker dependence,302

as observed in Ref. [12], and so their ratio extracted from303

different measurements should be qualitatively compara-304

ble. This leaves only fsr(A) as an unknown. In compar-305

ing different observables on the same nucleus, e.g. taking306

the ratio of A(e,e’pp) to A(e,e’pn), fsr(A) cancels out. In307

the limit of large nuclei, any given nucleon will be sen-308

sitive to short-range interactions with nucleons in some309

fixed volume, while the number of nucleons grows with310

A, suggesting that fsr(A) should scale as 1/A. With this311

assumption, our model produces a constant value of a2312
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for heavy isoscalar nuclei, consistent with the observation313

of approximate saturation [29].314

Using this simple approach, we can calculate the num-315

ber of pp, np, and nn pairs in the targets, and then weigh316

this by the cross section for elastic scattering from the317

two nucleons in each pair to obtain the inclusive cross318

section in the SRC region for each target. In taking the319

ratio of these cross sections, the overall scale of fsr(A)320

drops out and only the A-dependence remains, and the321

cross section ratio can then be written in terms of the322

ratio of pnp to ppp, the enhancement factor of np pairs to323

high momentum relative to pp and nn pairs. Given the324

value of σep/σen, taken to be 2.55-2.60 for these kinemat-325

ics, this model predicts the cross section ratio to be 0.93326

for isospin independence, and 0.972 for np dominance.327

The np-dominance prediction is slightly below unity; the328

model predicts that for an isoscalar nucleus, the frac-329

tion of np-SRCs, and thus the cross section per nucleon,330

would be identical for heavy nuclei. Because 48Ca has331

20 · 28 potential NP pairs, rather than 24 · 24 for an332

isoscalar A=48 nucleus, the ratio is suppressed by a fac-333

tor of (20 ·28)/(24 ·24) = 0.972. Thus, the observed cross334

section ratio of 0.971(12) corresponds to almost complete335

np dominance. Taking into account its uncertainty, we336

find that pnp/ppp > 2.9 at the 95% confidence level, and337

pnp/ppp > 1.6 at the 99% confidence level, demonstrating338

np dominance using the isospin structure of the target,339

rather than the detected nucleons, to study the isospin340

structure.341

Note that the ratio pnp/ppp is not directly compara-342

ble to the enhancement factor of ∼10 obtained in triple343

coincidence experiments [11, 12], as it removes the con-344

tribution from simple pair counting. For example, 4He345

has four np pairs and only one pp pair, and thus one346

would expect np pairs to dominate, even if the gen-347

eration of high-momentum pairs had no isospin depen-348

dence. However, we can use this simple model to extract349

pnp/ppp from other measurements, A(e,e’pp)/A(e,e’pn)350

or A(e,e’p)/A(e,e’n), using the same assumptions as351

made above. As noted above, pnp and ppp depend on352

the momentum of the struck nucleon in the initial-state353

SRC, while for the inclusive case, they correspond to an354

average over the range probed in the scattering which de-355

pends on Q2 and the x range of the data. Because of this,356

the extracted enhancement factor for inclusive scattering357

corresponds to a range of momenta that should be sim-358

ilar, but not identical, to the momentum range selected359

in the coincidence knockout reactions.360

Writing out the ratio of A(e,e’pp)/A(e,e’pn) in terms361

of pnp/ppp allows us to take the observed ratios and362

extract the np enhancement factor. For 4He [12], the363

pp/np fraction is (5.5±3)%, yielding a one-sigma range364

of 2.9 < pnp/ppp < 10. For 12C, the pp/np fraction365

is (5.6±1.8)% yielding 5.6 < pnp/ppp < 11. The full366

expressions are provided in the supplementary mate-367

rial. These correspond to the lowest Pm bins for the368

triple-coincidence measurements, Pm from roughly 400-369

600 MeV/c, to more closely match the main contributions370

to the inclusive measurement. As noted above, these val-371

ues are not exactly equivalent to the values extracted372

from the inclusive scattering, but they paint a consistent373

picture of significant np dominance in SRCs over a range374

of light and heavy nuclei. In conclusion, the per nucleon375

cross section ratio of 48Ca/40Ca is consistent with signif-376

icant np dominance in the creation of SRCs. It shows an377

enhancement of np pairs over pp pairs at more than the378

three sigma level.379

This data provides the first evidence of np dominance380

from inclusive scattering, making use of the isospin struc-381

ture of the target rather than the final NN pair. This382

approach avoids the significant corrections required to383

interpret triple-coincidence measurements, but does not384

provide a good quantitative measure of the enhancement385

factor because of the small difference between isospin-386

independent and np-dominance pictures. A recent ex-387

periment measured the inclusive ratio for scattering from388

3H and 3He, which is significantly more sensitive to389

the isospin structure of the SRCs [30]. In this case,390

the 3H/3He cross section ratio is approximately 0.75 for391

isospin independence and 1 for np dominance, giving392

roughly five times more sensitivity than the 48Ca/40Ca393

ratio, without having to make any assumption about the394

A dependence of fsr(A) in comparing the two nuclei. A395

measurement of this cross section ratio with comparable396

uncertainties should provide the best quantitative mea-397

surement of the enhancement of np pairs at high momen-398

tum.399
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